
 

Salsa Spearfish 
A sonnett to speed. A love letter to trail. A thing of beauty.  
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THE BUILD 

Frameset: Salsa Spearfish w/ Rockshox SID Ultimate 
Black and Blue Carbon Fibre. Two water bottles? THREADED BB? This is the life. 

Sometimes technology and human ingenuity create a  masterpiece. This is 
the case with this bomber. While the 120/100 travel makes the ride 
smooth, the frame and shock tech make the ride fast. The headtube has 
been slackened to allow a more true-to-line response when encountering 
rocks without sacrificing cornering speed. How did they do this? Super 
boost tech! The wide stance of the rear hub pushes out the cranks, making 
the rear triangle shorter. The result is a ripper around corners that 
handles tech like a dream. You can push the limits of your local trail, but 
be sure to bring sticky tires! With the speed you’ll be going, you will need 
them. Not only is there Split Pivot, super boost, and frame geometry for 
TWO BOTTLES, but the flip chip in the frame means you can change your 
setup on a dime and customize it to your ideal riding style. I run mine in 
the high position to allow more pedal clearance and even snappier 
turning. My only complaint is that it is carbon. Don’t get me wrong, 
carbon is wonderful and Salsa makes great carbon. But, having a carbon 
trail bike just kind of terrifies me. It IS lighter, stiffer, and stronger than 
the other materials, so it is ideal for trail. However, I cannot help but be 
afraid of a carbon trail bike. 

Suspension can be tricky. It needs lots of semi-complex servicing, the air 
has to be set up just right, and how much plush and rebound to go for is 
more art than science. With that in mind, the Rockshox SID is an easy 
choice for me. 120mm of travel, easily serviceable, and fun-o-meters with 
compression percentage markings make this fork easy to set up and rip! I 
also enjoy how the shock feels. It smooths out the small stuff without 
compressing too much from pedaling, while also taking big hits and 
making them magically disappear. The icing on the cake is the gorgeous 
retro-SID blue they have slathered all over the fork. That is one good 
looking gal.  

 

 

TIRES 

Teravail Ehline 2.3 
(pronounced A-Line) 

This tire is fast rolling and 
sticks to the rocks like rad on 
gnar. I had no issues until 
quite recently; the sidewalls 
on my rear wore through 
surprisingly fast, long before 
the tread was through. 
Nevertheless, if it tells you 
anything about how they ride, 
I have another one put on 
already. 

Michelin Force XC 2.25 & AM 
2.35 

The AM sticks like it’s glued 
to the trail while still being 
quick. The XC is even faster 
rolling and quite light. They 
both have the tendency to 
disappear off the bike with 
astounding speed though, and 
you will be buying pair after 
pair in just a few months.  

 

 

 

 



Wheels: Industry9 Hydra Hub w/ Stans Flow Rims & DT 
Aero-Light Bladed Spokes.  
0.52 degrees before engagement. Stiff as your neck after a bail. Bomb-proof as a 
bunker. A lot lighter than you think. 

This hub, rim, and spoke combo is my ideal trail riding setup. While not as 
light as a carbon rim setup, it is around a grand cheaper for a few grams of 
difference. That and, when you crack a rim from being such a rad SOB, it 
won’t cost you your first born child to replace. The hub’s 0.52 degrees 
before engagement is insane. It may as well be instantaneous. Good thing 
too, considering you need to get back on the power fast when eating 
through tech or punching to the next turn. Bladed spokes are lighter, 
stronger, and stiffer without much added cost. What else needs to be said? 
Before anyone asks, yes of course, they are tubeless.  

Groupset/Drivetrain: SRAM XX1 Eagle 12-speed & 34x10-52 
gearing w/ Shimano XTR Brakes  
SRAM continues to amaze me with their work in the shifting field. The braking field, 
however, should be left to Shimano.  

SRAM’s dedication to shifters that are light, tough as hell, and just keep 
working is impressive. The ergonomic design, general quality, and genius 
engineering are what got me to choose SRAM over Shimano. 12-speed is 
also blissful.  

The brakes made by SRAM have not been my favorite, however, and the 
promise each year of “oh, they fixed that!” just never meets expectations. 
Enter Shimano XTR to rescue a baby, put out the fire, and save the day! 
The modulation, stopping power, minimalist weight, and longevity of 
these brakes is second to none. Year after year, season after season, race 
after ride, these puppies do not know the word “quit”, but they do know 
“stop”. How long has it been since I bled them?? IDK they JUST KEEP 
WORKING. 

34 seems to be the largest gear I can reasonably run for my leg power; I 
just cannot get that 10-tooth in the rear to spin out on the trail. The 52 on 
the opposite end makes any steep climb a breeze.  

 

COCKPIT 
 
Syntace 
 
This cockpit is a little odd. The 
unusually thin profile, yet 
unbelievably strong shape of 
the stem, is wicked. The 
seatpost yields to the violent 
changes of the trails without 
sacrificing strength. The bars 
are strong, reinforced with 
titanium threads, but also 
light. All in all, the only 
cockpit I will put on my 
mountain bike. 

 


